
Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx
Xxxx x

xx Xxxxxxxxx Street
Xxxxxxxx

Auckland 1xxx

Phone: 09 xxx xxxx

Office of the Ombudsmen
Level 7
70 The Terrace 
Wellington 6011

09 March 2016 

Re: Complaint under section 16 of the Ombudsmen Act 1975, and 
request for a review under Part 5 of the Official Information Act 
1982, regarding the Health and Disability Commissioner’s decision 
to withhold an important document that is of public interest

Dear Ombudsman, dear staff at the Office of Ombudsmen

[1] Please accept my request for your assistance in the above mentioned matter of great concern.
In filing this complaint with your Office of Ombudsmen I ask for your urgent assistance in a 
matter that is of public interest. It relates to a request under the Official Information Act 1982
(OIA) and the Privacy Act 1993, dated 19 October 2015, with which the release of a letter 
dated 16 August 2010 was sought from the Office of the Health and Disability Commissioner. 
This particular letter was referred to by Dr Dxxxx Xxxxxxx, against whom a complaint was 
made to the Health and Disability Commissioner (HDC) on 30 June 2012 - for alleged 
breaches of the ‘Code of Health and Disability Services Consumers’ Rights’. In his response to 
the HDC, dated 20 Sept. 2012, and in his defence, Dr Xxxxxxx mentioned this letter that 
according to his impression contained a certain “policy” that the HDC had previously followed. 
He even attached that letter to his response, and expressed his expectation that the matters 
complained about should rather be dealt with by a Medical Appeals Board of the Ministry of 
Social Development. This view was not shared and accepted by the complainant, but for 
peculiar, not well explained reasons, the HDC later used the very same explanation that Dr 
Xxxxxxx referred to, as a justification for not further investigating the complaint matter.

[2] The HDC’s Principal Legal Advisor, Hxxxx Dxxxxxxx, first responded to the above mentioned 
OIA request from 19 October 2015 with a letter dated 17 Nov. 2015, stating: “I have not 
included the letter dated 16 August 2010, referred to in Dr Xxxxxxx’s 20 September 2012 letter 
to this Office, as it relates to a matter involving other individuals. Accordingly I am withholding 
that letter pursuant to section 9(2)(a) of the Official Information Act to protect the privacy of 
those individuals. The “policy” that Dr Xxxxxxx refers to as being outlined in the 16 August 
2010 letter is not, in fact, a statement of HDC policy, but a comment made in relation to 
another matter that states: “[T]he Medical Appeals Board (MAB) is best placed to consider 
these concerns.””

[3] Upon receipt of Ms Dxxxxxxx’s response, I continued to insist on the release of the letter dated 
16 August 2010, by sending the HDC additional letters dated 24 Nov. and 15 Dec. 2015, and 
15 February 2016. In their last and final response, the HDC’s Associate Commissioner Dr 
Katie Elkin stated in her letter dated 19 Feb. 2016, that she would not release the sought after 
information. After quoting their Legal Advisor Hxxxx Dxxxxxxx, she wrote (at the top of page 
2): “The additional information contained in this document is such that the privacy interests of 
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other individuals cannot be addressed in the way you suggest.” That was in response to my 
suggestion to whiten or blacken out the particular personal details that may have needed to be 
withheld for privacy concerns. 

[4] Given the importance that the particular letter was clearly given by the respondent in my HDC 
complaint against Dr Xxxxxxx (ref. C12HDCxxxxx, see his response 20 Sept. 2012), and given 
that the HDC then adopted exactly the very same explanation for not investigating my 
complaint to the HDC, which Dr Xxxxxxx seemed to rely on, this letter dated 16 August 2010 
appears to have been of a rather high relevance and importance in relation to my complaint. It 
clearly appears to have been used as a source for guidance in forming a decision. Hence I 
continue to ask for the release of that letter, with personal details of other individuals being 
deleted - or whitened or blackened out. I do not share the view of the Commissioner and his 
Legal Advisor, that the letter cannot be released – even after such measures are taken. I ask 
you as Ombudsman to request the HDC to present the letter and also give their explanations
relevant to my complaint C12HDCxxxxx, to assess for yourself, whether the letter from 16 
August 2010 can and should be released, while it must clearly be in the public interest.

Background 

[5] On 30 June 2012 I filed a complaint with the HDC against Dr Dxxxx Xxxxxxx, who examined 
me as a general practitioner commissioned by Work and Income New Zealand (WINZ). He 
had in my view breach a number of rights contained in the ‘Code of Health and Disability 
Services Consumers’ Rights’, same as principles of the Code of Ethics, and statutory
provisions. The HDC Office then asked him to respond to my complaint, which he did in 
writing, first on 20 Sept. 2012, and later again on 22 Nov. 2012. In his first response Dr 
Xxxxxxx referred to a letter dated 16 August 2010, and he wrote: “As I did not provide medical 
treatment to Mr Xxxxxxx (misspelled) I am of the understanding that all complaints of this 
nature are more correctly addressed by the Medical Appeals Board. I attach a letter dated 16 
August 2010 from your department which outlines such policy previously.”

[6] In their first decision, presented to me in a letter dated 24 April 2013, Theo Baker, Deputy 
Health and Disability Commissioner wrote on page two of her letter, after summarising my 
complaint: “Under section 38 of the Health and Disability Commissioner Act 1994 (the Act) the 
Commissioner has the discretion to take no further action on a complaint when he considers it 
is unnecessary or inappropriate to do so. One of the relevant factors he may take into 
consideration is whether there is an adequate remedy or right of appeal that it would be 
reasonable for the complainant to exercise. In this instance, I consider that the Medical 
Appeals Board is an adequate right of appeal for WINZ decisions, and it seems that you 
have been successful at overturning WINZ’s original appeal via this appeals route.” She 
offered some other unconvincing explanations as to why she considered that no further 
investigation was necessary and hence decided to take no action on the complaint. 

[7] In my response to that decision by Theo Baker, dated 26 April 2013, I did on pages 2 and 3 
explain the actual role of the Medical Appeals Board (MAB), I described how the MAB hearing 
my appeal appeared to be biased, and also clarified the following: “That Board did at no time 
pay any attention to the way Dr Xxxxxxx may have conducted his examination and interview, 
and it was not interested in his professional competencies or any other matters that I raised 
with your office. As a matter of fact, such a Medical Appeal Board has no responsibility 
to address any of the particular issues I raised with your office! I refer you to the attached 
document ‘Medical Appeals Board – A resource for board members’ (see evidence document 
7 listed at the bottom), which gives “official” information about the role, appointments, and 
processes to follow and so forth. On page 19 it is clearly stated what is outside of the area of 
responsibility for such Medical Appeal Boards.”

[8] The jurisdiction of the MAB is clearly explained on pages 18 and 19 of the ‘Medical Appeals 
Board - Board Members information pack for release’ guidance document, same as on pages 
9 and 18-19 in the earlier version called ’Medical Appeals Board – A Resource for Board 
Members’, both published by the Ministry of Social Development, which I will attach for your 
information. The second mentioned guide applied when Dr Xxxxxxx conducted his 
“examination” on me. A MAB has no jurisdiction to hear complaints about breaches of the 
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‘Code of Health and Disability Services Consumers’ Rights’, which is the responsibility of the 
HDC. A MAB is only authorised to hear appeals on decisions made by Work and Income 
based on medical grounds or grounds relating to a person’s capacity to work. Therefore it 
cannot offer an “adequate right of appeal” for the particular grievances I presented to the HDC, 
which related to the professional conduct of Dr Xxxxxxx. I repeatedly explained and pointed
this out to the HDC in my letters from 26 April and 22 Sept. 2013. 

[9] Nevertheless, with a further decision on the same complaint, which was dated 17 Sept. 2013 
Katie Elkin, Associate Commissioner, did state under ‘My response’ on pages 2 and three: “I 
acknowledge that complaints that relate to a non-treating doctor contracted as an assessor to 
a third-party may fall within the Commissioner’s jurisdiction under the Act. However, I note 
that most of your concerns relate to the processes and policies of WINZ and of the 
Board. Such matters are outside the jurisdiction of this Office and are more appropriately dealt 
with by the agencies concerned, or through appeal rights to entities such as the High Court 
and the Ombudsman.” Miss Elkin did for the rest explain how the only matter the HDC 
appeared to see necessary to consider, as being in their jurisdiction, had been looked at, and 
again she claimed that no further action was necessary, basing this on their discretion.

[10] A similar position was taken in the very final decision by Ms Elkin in a letter dated 22 Nov. 
2013, in response to my letter from 22 Sept. 2013. She used the following, similar 
explanations for their decision to take no further action, based on their “wide” discretion: “As 
has been explained in previous correspondence, complaints that relate to a non-treating 
doctor contracted as an assessor to a third-party may fall within the Commissioner’s 
jurisdiction. However, the Commissioner’s and Deputy Commissioner’s discretion to take no 
further action on a complaint is wide. I remain of the opinion that the discretion was exercised 
appropriately in this case, and that it was more appropriate for WINZ, as the third-party 
contracting Dr Xxxxxxx to provide an assessment, to address your concerns about his 
assessment of you.” She continued with: “As has also been explained previously, the 
processes and policies of WINZ, the Ministry of Social Development, and of the Medical 
Appeals Board are outside the jurisdiction of this Office.”

[11] While it became evident, that the HDC did towards the latter part of the complaints process 
somehow change their explanations and position re what they based their decision on, at least 
in the first stage of the complaint handling, Theo Baker did clearly state the same reason as 
the one that Dr Xxxxxxx had given, by referring to the letter dated 16 August 2010. It appears 
that Ms Baker was convinced of her reasoning, and that she made the right decision based on 
some guidance that she felt she should follow, and that clearly appears to have been offered -
at least in part - by the withheld letter dated 16 August 2010. She did by the way totally ignore 
the fact that I had not even been “successful” with a MAB hearing, and that there is NO further 
appeal possible after an MAB decision, which is binding. Also was my complaint to the HDC 
not about WINZ and the MAB, it was about Dr Xxxxxxx’s conduct during the assessment.

Letter dated 16 August 2010 is of significant relevance to my complaint C12HDCxxxxx

[12] Given the above, this so far withheld information is in my view a document that was of 
significant relevance to my complaint, as it was used when making a decision on it. I explained 
this in my further letter to the HDC from 24 Nov. 2015, where I wrote: “While you assert that 
the document in question does not in fact contain “policy” of the HDC, it nevertheless appears 
to have given Dr Xxxxxxx clear enough of an impression that it was a very relevant document 
for your Office to consider, in relation to my complaint C12HDCxxxxx. It appears that the letter 
presents a position by the HDC that clarifies how particular complaints about medical 
examiners used by Work and Income should under certain circumstances be dealt with. 
Furthermore the particular comment, that “most” concerns I raised with my complaint were 
“best dealt with by the Medical Appeals Board”, was in one form or another repeatedly 
mentioned in decisions your Office presented to me. This reinforces the impression that the 
document making similar comments was of significant relevance and was thus also 
considered when forming a view about my complaint”. That letter was followed by a further 
letter from 25 Nov. last year, but only to correct the date of Dr Xxxxxxx’s letter to the HDC, 
which was given the wrong year.
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[13] In my letter from 24 November I furthermore wrote:
“Hence I am led to firmly believe that the letter that Dr Xxxxxxx refers to contains important 
information that must also have been of relevance to my complaint, at least in his view, and 
also in the Commissioner’s view. Clearly, all information I have been given so far, leads to the
conclusion, whatever that document contains, it was important enough for the Commissioner 
and your staff to consider in relation to my complaint about Dr Xxxxxxx.” “Therefore it is a 
document of significant relevance to the decisions made on my complaint C12HDCxxxxx, and 
I do consequently consider it completely appropriate for your Office to reveal the letter to me. 
Any privacy concerns of other persons mentioned in that letter can easily be addressed by 
blackening or whitening out their names and other identifiable details.” “The public also has a 
strong interest in sufficient transparency, as to what important information the HDC uses for 
considering complaints such as the one I made about a third party medical assessor (like Dr 
Dxxxx Xxxxxxx), and it does certainly have an interest in how the HDC forms views and 
decisions on matters such as my complaint. I consider that in this case the interests of the 
wider public outweigh any privacy concerns of the persons mentioned in that document, as 
these can easily be addressed as I already suggested.”

[14] As no proper response to my request from 24 Nov. 2015 was forthcoming from the HDC 
Office, I wrote a further letter on 15 December 2015 and again on 15 February 2015, 
repeatedly asking for the release of that letter, with personal details of other individuals 
concealed or deleted. I finally received a formal and written response from the HDC dated 19 
Feb. 2016, in which Associate Commissioner Dr Katie Elkin then stated under ‘Letter referred 
to by Dr Xxxxxxx’: “The additional information contained in this document is such that 
the privacy interests of other individuals cannot be addressed in the way you suggest”.

Assistance that I request from you as Ombudsman to resolve this OIA issue

[15] While I’ve taken note of the explanations of the Associate HDC and their Legal Advisor, I am 
not in agreement with them and the position they have taken. There are very few documents 
that could be described as fitting the criteria that they are of a type and form, where the 
contents cannot be revealed without ways to protect the privacy interests of other individuals. 
The question must be asked, why is this document that Dr Xxxxxxx referred to, and that is 
dated 16 August 2010, of such importance or context, that it cannot be made available? Was 
this letter created by the HDC, perhaps only meant to be confided to a few selected, high 
ranking officers or other professional persons, whose privacy may be compromised if it would
be revealed, even with their names and other personal details deleted or covered? Why did Dr 
Xxxxxxx, the respondent in my complaint to the HDC under C12HDCxxxxx, see a need to 
point out the contents of this letter to the HDC, which appears to have been generated by the 
HDC himself, in order to defend himself against the claims of having breached rights under the 
‘Code of Health and Disability Services Consumers’ Rights’? The document is surrounded by 
many unanswered questions, which can only be assessed and properly answered by you as 
Ombudsman, as you have the authority to require the HDC to present a copy of it to you. 

[16] Therefore I seek your assistance in this unresolved matter, by asking the HDC to present the 
complete letter to you, and to give you also more detailed explanations about their 
reservations for refusing to make it available to me. I continue to ask for its release – also in 
the interest of the wider public. I ask you to carefully assess and judge the contents of the 
letter, in order to determine, whether the HDC should after all release the information, after 
concealing personal details that may breach the privacy rights of individuals involved or 
affected. As a complainant to the HDC, who was presented an unsatisfactory decision, which I 
also asked your Office to make a determination on, I feel that the letter Dr Xxxxxxx referred to 
was very relevant to the handling and decision forming in my complaint C12HDCxxxxx. 
Therefore I have a special personal interest in the contents and significance of this particular 
letter. The wider public has an interest in the release of the information, as it deserves to know 
what information the HDC uses, to base certain decisions on, when facing particular types of 
complaints about third-party medical assessors. It cannot be acceptable to the public that the 
HDC follows complaint evaluation-, assessment-, and decision making processes that are 
conducted behind closed doors and in secluded rooms. The public deserve a reasonable 
degree of transparency and accountability, as to what particular standards and guidelines are 
followed and applied, and where these are recorded and kept by the HDC. As the mentioned 
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letter appears to contain such guidance the HDC uses, the wider public and I deserve to have 
access to its contents.

Request to seek credible answers from the HDC re a phone log previously not 
presented in response to O.I.A. and Privacy Act requests from 04 March 2012 - see 
complaint ref. C11HDCxxxxx

[17] Further to the above I must also ask your Office to direct further inquiries to, and to investigate
the HDC Office, in relation to earlier OIA and Privacy Act requests that I made in relation to a 
separate complaint under the HDC’s reference C11HDCxxxxx. On 04 March 2012 I requested 
a range of specified documents and records. For now belatedly and unconvincingly explained 
reasons (see Katie Elkin’s reply from 19 February 2016), a phone log entry was not provided 
for a call made by Assessor Axxxxxxxx Lxxxxx at 11.39 am on 09 August 2011. That is when 
he phoned me to inform me their Office could not open my emails, as they allegedly “froze” 
their system. Miss Elkin now claims that it was initially loaded onto another file, which had long 
been closed in 200x. A further explanation is now, that it was in March 2012 transferred to the 
correct file, being C11HDCxxxxx. Below the log now provided is the date 06 March 2012.

[18] The explanations given by Miss Elkin do not convince me, as they make no sense. If the log 
entry was transferred from the wrong and older file on 06 March 2012, they must have been 
available and noted when the new OIA and Privacy Act request from me dated 04 March 2012 
would have been collated and prepared. I have checked my records, and I am sure I did not 
send that request by email, but by post, which would take 1 to 2 days. There is only a two day 
difference between the dates, and I am not convinced that the log entry was not available 
when the relevant documents were searched. It does not appear that the response to my OIA 
and Privacy Act request was prepared right away, before or on 06 March 2012, which would 
have been rather unusual, given the time it took to respond to all my other requests. Also did 
the HDC’s response from Lxxxx Wxxxxxxxx not get sent off earlier than the 23 March 2012.

[19] Therefore I am rather given the impression that this log entry was withheld with the HDC staff 
knowing of its existence, for ulterior motives. Even the fact that it was supposedly put under an 
older, wrong file, does not convince me one bit, as that is a practice that no professional office 
staff would follow. It was clearly relating to a new, totally different complaint matter, so the 
phone call by Mr Lxxxxx had nothing to do with the earlier complaint. I sent in other OIA and 
Privacy Act requests after the 04 March 2012, up to October 2013. While some were more 
specific about information I sought, there were at least two that should have given HDC staff 
the impression that such a log entry should also have been part of the documents I requested. 

[20] The fact that the HDC only presented this information in late November 2015 is in my view 
scandalous. It raises the suspicion that serious breaches of the Public Records Act and 
possibly other statutory provisions occurred. In my view this deserves a separate, thorough 
and relentless investigation, to clarify how such a supposed misplacement of a public record in 
the form of a phone call log could happen, or whether this was merely an attempt to obfuscate 
and avoid accountability. Attached to this letter – or rather emails carrying it - I will provide you 
the original OIA and Privacy Act request from 04 March 2012, upon which that record should 
have been made available then. I provide you also a copy of Lxxxx Wxxxxxxxx’s reply from 23 
March 2013, which did not list and not contain that particular document.

[21] I leave it up to you and your staff to assess and judge, whether some further OIA and Privacy 
Act requests that I sent to the HDC in relation to complaint matter C11HDCxxxxx on 24 June 
2013 and 07 October 2013 should have covered the kind of phone log record that was put on 
my older file on 09 August 2011, and that was apparently transferred to the correct file on 06 
March 2012. In the request from 24 June 2013 I did for instance under ‘C’ ask for this: “I 
request authentic photo copies and/or printouts of all memos or other written communications 
exchanged between staff acting in relation to this complaint within the Health and Disability 
Commissioner’s office, same as existing file records, notes or transcripts of internal phone 
calls or formal discussions of any relevant aspects of this complaint made by me.”

[22] On 07 October 2013 I asked under ‘B’ for the following information: “I request authentic photo 
copies and/or printouts of all memos or other written communications exchanged between 
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staff acting in relation to this complaint within the Health and Disability Commissioner’s offices 
(both Auckland and Wellington), same as existing file records, notes or transcripts of internal 
phone calls or formal discussions of any relevant aspects of this complaint.” While the primary 
emphasis in those requests may have been on “exchanged” information, there was also a 
clear and more general reference made to “same as existing file records, notes or transcripts 
of internal phone calls or formal discussions of any relevant aspects of this complaint.”

[23] A phone log would not have been put on record simply for Mr Lxxxxx’s own record and 
reference. It will have been the result of discussions about what was necessary to do in 
relation to my complaint, for him to make that phone call to me, hence in a wider sense it 
should have been covered by both my requests from 24 June and 07 October 2013. But the 
HDC did not bother including that particular phone log record that he created and that Mr 
Lxxxxx later also “edited”. I ask you to challenge the HDC to explain why this was not done. In 
my view we have not only breaches of the Public Records Act and standards that apply under 
issues regulations, we have also a further breach of the OIA.

[24] Your respected decisions and responses in both of these important matters will be most 
appreciated. I look forward to you response in due time.

Yours thankfully and sincerely

Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxx

Attachments (PDF files to be sent by email only):

1). ‘Ombudsman, complaint, HDC, OIA request, information withheld, ltr, X. Xxxxxx, 09.03.2016’,
2). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, new OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, ltr, X. Xxxxxx, 19.10.2015.pdf’,
3). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., reply by HDC, 17.11.2015.pdf’,
4). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 24.11.15.pdf’,
5). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., f. corrected ltr, 24.11.15.pdf’,
6). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 15.12.15.pdf’,
7). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 15.02.16.pdf’,
8). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., HDC reply, 19.02.16.pdf’,
9). ‘Medical Appeals Board - Board Members information pack for release.pdf’,
10). ‘MSD, Medical Appeal Board, Resource for Board Members, manual, undated, rec'd Jan. 
2012.pdf’,
11). ‘HDC, C12HDCxxxxx, Xxxxxxx, O.I.A. + Priv. Act rqst, ltr by Dr Xxxxxxx to HDC, 20.09.2012.pdf’,
12). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, complaint, Xxxxxxx, reply to decision, X. Xxxxxxx, 
26.04.13.pdf’,
13). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, Complaint, Xxxxxxx, K. Elkin, Assioc. Cmsnr, ltr, 
17.09.13.pdf’,
14). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, resp. to final decision by K. Elkin, Assoc. Cmsnr, 
22.09.2013.pdf’,
15). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, Dr Xxxxxxx, fin. reply in complaint matter, K. Elkin, 
22.11.2013.pdf’,
16). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX clinician, O.I.A. + Priv. Act Req., 
04.03.2012.pdf’,
17). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX counsellors, Priv. Act info, ph. log A. Lxxxxx, 
09.08.11.pdf’,
18). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, O.I.A. Release, letter, Lxxxx Wxxxxxxxx, to X. Xxxxxx, 
23.03.2012.pdf’,
19). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX clinicians, O.I.A. + Priv. Act Req., 
24.06.13.pdf’,
20). H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, XXXX, O.I.A. and Priv. Act request, X. X., 07.10.2013.pdf‘.
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